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Abstract
In thee article an appproach to the problem off estimating tim
me to the crittical degradattion of ship pipelines is
considereed. Such an asssessment wou
uld consist off six stages. Th
he fundamenta
al idea is to innclude to the estimation
e
of time too failure of pipelines
p
such
h elements likke: materials that the pipellines are madde, destructivee physical
phenomenna taking placce in them an
nd applied meaans of protecttion. The resu
ult of that evalluation should
d be mean
time to crritical degraddation of pipelline. The meaan time should
d be given witth the measurre of the sprea
ad like the
standard deviation. Annother possibility is to expreess the time to
o failure in thee form of a fuzzzy number. This
T would
indicate uuncertainty off the estimation.
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1. Introoduction
This article is a continuatio
on of the w
work presen
nted in [1]. The final ggoal is to develop a
method to assess thhe reliabilitty of marinee pipelines. The metho
od should taake into acccount the
destructtive physicaal phenomeena taking pplace insidee and outsid
de of pipelinnes. The in
nput data
for the created model
m
shou
uld be: prroperties of transferreed media, properties of the
surrounndings, pipeline mateerial properrties and undertaken
n means oof protectio
on. The
computaational moodel can be based oon hypothesis of deteerioration oof the meechanical
characteeristics of material
m
whiich leads to the use of the
t rights off oxidation kkinetics of metals.
m
Assuuming in addvance, thatt it will nott be possiblle to precissely determiine the deg
gradation
rate of tthe pipelinee elements leading
l
to syystem failu
ure events, th
he possibiliity of appliccation of
fuzzy loogic is alsoo taken into
o account. T
The article is the next step to furrther, more detailed
considerations how
w to solve a given probllem.
pipeline
2. Timee to criticall degradatiion of the p
The marine pippelines inclu
ude numeroous and different typees of devicces such as pumps,
filters, hheat exchanngers. In ad
ddition: pippes, fittings, pipe conn
nections, gaaskets and control
c
measureement equippment. At the beginnning let con
nfine oursellves to the elements not
n very
complexx like tubes and fittingss.

The ccritical degrradation of a componeent of a pipeline can bee understoood as the occurrence
of perfoorations, acchieving thee minimum
m wall thickn
ness or achieving an uunacceptablee size of
the dam
mage.
The expected mean
m
time to
o failure shoould be giveen with the measure off the spread
d like the
standardd deviation or should be
b expressedd in the forrm of a fuzzzy number. It is very im
mportant
to indiccate uncertainty of the estimation. Evaluation
n of the time to failuree is done in order to
make deecisions aboout the prev
ventive mainntenance. A large stand
dard deviatiion of mean
n time to
failure m
makes it diffficult to deetermine thee appropriaate time to maintenance
m
e. A small standard
deviatioon makes it easy to speecify the tim
me for prev
ventive main
ntenance, w
what is show
wn in the
Fig.1.

In the caase a) it is easy
e
to concclude that thhe time for preventive
p
maintenanc
m
ce should bee about 4
years. Inn the case b)
b it is very difficult
d
to m
make the right decision
n.
g time to criitical degra
adation of the
t piping ccomponentts
3. Thee steps of deetermining
yed from thhe inside an
nd from th
he outside. Piping deg
gradation
Ship pipelines are destroy
processees depend on
o the ambient conditioons and on the
t nature of
o the transpported mediium. The
intensityy of degraddation can be reducedd by applyiing of prottective meaasures. The idea of
determining time too critical deegradation oof the piping
g componen
nts is presennted in Fig.2
2.
In thhe first stepp we shoulld to recognnize the prroperties off the transpported mediium, the
propertiies of the material th
he componeent is mad
de and the properties of the com
mponent
surrounndings. Trannsported medium
m
can be for ex
xample: seaa water, freesh water, fuel oil,
lubricatting oil, airr, exhaust gases, steaam, bilge water.
w
Important propperties of a piping
componnent may bee: the materrial from w
which it wass made, diaameter, walll thickness,, type of
connecttion used, seals,
s
shape, the presennce of diffeerent metalss. In the exxternal enviironment
can be tthe air, sea water,
w
fresh
h water, bilgge water, fueel oil, lubriccating oil annd so on.
How
wever, it is not
n enough to
t determinne what substances are inside and outside of the
t pipe.
Equallyy important are their parrameters suuch as tempeerature, pressure, flow speed. Their values
vary wiith time. In the further work it wiill be necessary to deciide whetherr to accept constant
values of those paarameters, or take intto account their variaability overr time. Thee second
approacch seems to be more ap
ppropriate, but it may be too diffficult. At thhe moment it seems
reasonab
able to use the
t hypothesis: “Deteriioration of the
t object’ss state with varying parrameters

of factors affecting the object occurs with an average intensity, determined with the use the
average values of those parameters.”
In the second step destructive phenomena affecting the state of the pipeline should be
reviewed. Those phenomena include: uniform corrosion, pitting corrosion, abrasion, erosion,
galvanic corrosion, graphitic corrosion, fatigue damage, stresses imposed by the assembly or
temperature changes, water hammer and other. The damaging impact of them was described
widely in the literature [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] and summarized in [1]. In order to simplify the future
calculation model we should not considered all the phenomena. The final result of the second
stage should be a set of the most important phenomena, from the point of view of the lifetime
of the element in question.
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Fig.2. The steps of determining time to critical degradation of the piping components

The third step is to review possible means undertaken to protect the pipeline against
damage. There are three possible ways to increase the lifetime of the object. The first is to
increase strength (immunity) of the object. The second is to reduce the load on the object. The
third is to reduce the speed of deterioration of the properties of the object. Reducing the rate
of deterioration of object properties can be achieved by applying coatings (passive, active);
protection (cathode, anode); modifying the environment (dehumidification, oxygen depletion,
inhibitors); adequate medium flow velocity. The output result of the third step should
therefore to be a list of the methods used to protect the considered component of the pipeline.
In the fourth step, it is necessary to assess the effectiveness of the selected protection
means. The efficiency could be expressed as the ratio of the rate of degradation of the
protected item to non - protected item. A good units of rate of degradation seems to be a
decrease in diameter in mm/year, or loss of weight in g/year. The protectors, like a pipeline,
are also subject to degradation during operation. The other important task then is to build
models to assess the loss of effectiveness of protection means depending on the time and
environmental conditions.

In the step five the rate of degradation of the element should be assessed. It must be taken
into account previously discussed: materials that the pipelines are made, pipeline environment
condition, destructive physical phenomena taking place in them, applied means of protection.
The task will be difficult because of the complexity of the problem. The output of the fifth
step should be in the form of equations similar to the metal oxidation kinetics lows. The linear
oxidation low is given below [8]:
∆
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C
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where:
Δm [g] - the weight loss of the metal in time t,
S [cm2] - the surface area of the metal exposed,
k1 [g/(cm2·s)] - linear rate constant for metal oxidation,
t [s] - time of exposure,
C [g/cm2] – integration constant.
There are also described other metal oxidation lows like: parabolic, cubic, exponential and
logarithmic oxidation lows [8]. To use such equations it is necessary to determine the values
of the rate constants of oxidation and the nature of the law. It can be done only
experimentally. Therefore there is a need to build test stand. Similar relationships must also
be developed for the other destructive phenomena.
The last step is to calculate the mean time to critical degradation of pipeline’s component.
It will be possible knowing the rate of destruction. The mean time should be given with the
measure of the spread like the standard deviation. If the determination of the standard
deviation will not be possible then the other possibility is to express the time to failure in the
form of a fuzzy number. This would indicate uncertainty of the estimation. Uncertainty is the
result of the adequacy of the adopted model and the accuracy of determining the constant
values of equations describing the destruction rate.
4. Final remarks
In order to solve the given problem the knowledge of the existing models to assess the
degradation rate of the piping components related to the different variations of corrosion must
be expanded. Models to assess the degradation of pipelines’ components as a result of other
destructive phenomena (erosion, abrasion etc.) should be created. The most difficult task will
be to develop models to describe the degradation rate of the provided protection means of the
pipeline and their effectiveness. The issue presented in this article opens up wide possibilities
for further research, in the theoretical and experimental area.
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